JOB NAME: PO# SOLD TO:

REV. DATE APPRVD DATE DRWN DATE

CATALOG NUMBER TYPE

TO MATCH:

PROVIDE A SAMPLE COLOR CHIP

LAMPING

LAMP TYPE : LED

SOCKET

WATTAGE 120 - 277 V

VOLTAGE

PROJECTION

LEVELING NUTS AND WASHERS MUST BE INSTALLED UNDER ALL BASES

ONE APPROVED DRAWING MUST BE RETURNED TO KIM BEFORE THIS PRODUCT CAN BE FABRICATED

WARNING: THIS FIXTURE MUST BE GROUNDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL CODES OR THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY.

FINISH: POLYESTER POWDER COAT.

KIM COLOR: BLS

AUTHOR:

Kim Lighting Reserves The Right To Change Manufacturing Processes Without Notice.